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Memory & Oblivion: Political Violence and Organised Crime

President of the "Scintille di futuro" Foundation, Former President of Padua, Michele Fabrizi
Professor of Political History, University of Padua, Pietro De Perini

PERMANENT SEMINARS ON INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

SALA DONATELLO, MULTISALA PIO X

NOVEMBER 6, 2023 | 10.30AM

Marco Carliazzi ("Scintille di futuro" Foundation) The role of Ethical Finance in the prevention and fight against organised crime

NOVEMBER 13, 2023 | 10.30AM

Matteo Re (Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Madrid) Not just ETA: Spain under terrorist attack

NOVEMBER 14, 2023 | 12.30AM

Rashmi Singh (PUC Minas, Brazil and CnPQ) Crime - Terror Nexus in Latin America’s Triborder area

NOVEMBER 15, 2023 | 10.30AM

Bernhard Blumenau (St. Andrews University) When states are terrorists – a history of state terror

WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS

SALA DONATELLO, MULTISALA PIO X

Discussion panel

Marco Guadagni, Marco Labbate, Gaia Mirulla, Octavia Moise, Eleonora Piras, Marco Vianelli.

Activity within the course Terrorism and Security in International History (Prof. Valentine Lomellini)

Partners: SPGI, University of Padua

Partners of the course: SPGI, University of Padua

In collaboration with

Openings for Registration

Registration required: Scan the QR code and register

Eventi concluse del progetto SID “Memory and Oblivion. International Terrorism in Cold War Time”

Under the patronage of:

University of Padua

Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy of the University of Padua

University of Urbino, (Prof. Valentine Lomellini)

Activity within the course Terrorism and Security in International History (Prof. Valentine Lomellini)

University of Padua, Department of Economics and Management University of Padua, Department of Political Science, Law and International Studies (SPGI), University of Padua

University of Nantes, University of Arkansas, University of Genova, University of Aracne, IPSe Scientific Director, Department of Political Science, Law and International Studies (SPGI), University of Padua

University of Stanford, Martha Crenshaw

University of Padua, Valentine Lomellini

COESPU Director, L. Fernando Beneduzi, St. Cyr Military Academy

Eventi conclusivi del progetto SID "Memory and Oblivion. International Terrorism in Cold War Time"